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www.mechdiploma.com Q. 1. State the function of a clutch.        A clutch is a machine member used to connect the driving shaft to a driven shaft so that the driven shaft may be started or stopped at will, without stopping the driving shaft. A clutch thus provides an interruptible connection between two rotating shafts,         Clutches allow a high inertia load to be started with a small power.  A popularly known application of clutch is in automotive vehicles where it is used to connect the engine and the gear box, Here the clutch enables to crank and start the engine keeping the transmission disengaged. Clutches are also used in Production Machinery of all types. Q2. State the different types of clutches used.         The commonly used type of clutch used are 1. Single plate clutch 2. Multiple plate clutch. 3. Cone clutch. 4. Centrifugal clutch 5. Diaphragm clutch. Q. Explain with sketch Single plate clutch. Ans:



 A single plate disc clutch consists of a clutch plate attached to a splined hub which is free to slide axially on the driven shaft.         A spring loaded pressure plate presses the clutch plate firmly against the flywheel when the clutch is engaged.          When the operator presses the pedal, it causes the adjustable link to move towards right side and which in turn causes the sleeve and pressure plate to move towards the left thus releasing the pressure acting on the clutch plate. Now the power from the flywheel is not transmitted to the driven shaft.  Developed By : Shaikh sir’s Reliance Academy, Near Malabar Hotel, Station road, Kolhapur            Contact :[email protected] 



www.mechdiploma.com             When the foot is taken off the clutch pedal it releases the pressure on the pressure plate and the spring causes the pressure plate to exert pressure on the clutch plate and thus again the power transmission resumes. Q.4.Explain with sketch Multiple plate clutch. Schematic diagram of multiple plate clutch



Fig 6.35 shows the diagram of multi-plate clutch with friction plates having friction linings on both sides except the first plate which is adjacent to the flywheel. This plate is having friction lining on one side. The friction plates are connected on the top to the flywheel. Hence the friction plates rotate with the flywheel and hence with the driving shaft. The friction plates are also free to move axially. The discs or plates are also supported on splines of the driven shaft. Hence these these plates rotate with driven shaft. These plates are situated in between the friction plates and can also slide axially as shown in fig. 6.35.  Developed By : Shaikh sir’s Reliance Academy, Near Malabar Hotel, Station road, Kolhapur            Contact :[email protected] 



www.mechdiploma.com Thus fig 6.35 shown the position of the friction plates and disc plates in disengaged position. In the engaged position (which will be when the foot is taken off from the clutch pedal), the set of strong springs will press the discs into contact with the friction plates (or friction linings on the friction plates). Hence the power will be transmitted from the driving to the driven shaft. Multi-plate clutch is used when a large torque is to be transmitted such as in case of motor cars and machine tools. Q.Explain with sketch Cone Clutch.



Variation of a plate clutch is the Cone Clutch. It has only one friction lining and is arranged on a conical surface as shown in fig 2.8.1. A cup is keyed to the driver shaft, whereas the cone is free to axially slide on the driven shaft. A forked lever may be used to engage or disengage the clutch, by bringing the two conical surface in contact. Torque is transmitted due to the frictional force set up at the contact. The axial force to engage the clutch is provided by a helical compression spring. Leather, wood, cork or asbestos are generally used as friction materials. Cone clutches are extensively used in automobiles. Cone clutches utilise the wedging action of the cup and the cone for increasing the normal force on the lining. This results in increase in the tangential friction force, which in turn increases the friction torque carrying capacity. The major limitation of cone clutches is that the coaxial alignment of the cup and the cone is critical. Deviations would lead to rapid wear of the friction lining. Besides that is case of conical clutches, a larger force is required to engage a clutch that required during operation when both the cup and cone rotate at the same speeds.
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Q. Explain with sketch Centrifugal clutch.



It consists of a number of shoes on the outside of a rim of the pulley. The outer surface of the shoes are covered with friction material. These shoes can move radially in guides and are held together against the boss or spider on the driving shaft, by means of a spring. The springs exert a radially inward force on shoe. Under rotation, the shoe experiences a centrifugal force acting outward. This centrifugal force is directly related (Proportional to) speed of rotation. At a particular speed, the centrifugal force overcomes the force of the spring and the shoe moves outwards and comes in contact with the driven member and presses against it. The net force due to the effect of centrifugal force and spring force causes power to be transmitted.
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Q. Explain with sketch Diaphragm Clutch.



A diaphragm clutch has diaphragm spring which is a metal disc having slots to increase its flexibility.In normal position it presses the friction plate against the wheel and keeps the clutch engages the clutch. When the operator presses pedal it causes the diaphragm to release its pressure on the friction plate thereby disengaging the clutch. The diagram above shows Both the positions.
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Q. What is uniform pressure and uniform wear theory?



b). Uniform Wear Theory: As the clutch is used, wear sets in. The rate of wear is not just a function of pressure, but it also depends on the linear rubbing velocity. The linear velocity in turn is dependent on the radius. Thus, after the clutch has run-in, the pressure distribution over the surface alters due to wear. The pressure distribution is a shown in fig Assuming that the wear is uniform,



Q. Why uniform wear theory is used for clutches?  Developed By : Shaikh sir’s Reliance Academy, Near Malabar Hotel, Station road, Kolhapur            Contact :[email protected] 



www.mechdiploma.com Ans: The uniform wear theory assumes that the pressure intensity remains constant along the radial direction, this assumption holds good only when the clutch is in new condition.        But when the wear occurs on the clutch lining the pressure doesnt remains uniform but it changes along the radial length. Hence uniform wear theory holds good result over the life of clutch hence this theory is preferred over unifor wear theory.



Numerical problems on Clutch Formulae:



Numerical Problems on Clutches Formulae Required 1) Pressure intensities at various points P max = 2πR (RW −R ) …..max pressure is on inner radius i



0



i



P min = 2πRo (RW −R ) …..min pressure is on outer radius 0 i W P avg = 2πRm (R −R ) …..Avg  pressure is on mean radius 0 i R +R M ean radius Rm = o2 i



2) Torque Transmitted by the clutch T = μ.W .Rm .n …........N-m Where, T=Torque transmitted in (N-m) W= Axial Thrust provided  (N) Rm= Mean radius of clutch (m) n= No of contacting surfaces of clutch  {for single plate clutch n=2 and for multiple plate clutch n=total plates -1}  Developed By : Shaikh sir’s Reliance Academy, Near Malabar Hotel, Station road, Kolhapur            Contact :[email protected] 



www.mechdiploma.com 3) Power Transmitted by Clutch T P = 2πN   …......Watts 60 Conversion of  N /mm2 into N /m2 N p=  0.125  mm 2



N 1000 mm mm   = 0.125  mm ] [ 1000 ] =0.125 × 1000 × 1000 =  12.5 × 103 N /m2 2 × [ 1m 1m



Problems on Single plate Clutch Prob 1. A single plate clutch has both sides effective has outer and inner diameters of clutch lining 300mm and 200mm respectively. The maximum pressure intensity is not to exceed 0.1  N /mm2 . If  μ = 0.3 Find the maximum power transmitted at 2500 Rpm. {P=61.65 × 103 watts} Prob 2. A single plate clutch has both sides effective is used to transmit power at 1800 rpm. It has outer and inner radii 100mm and 80mm respectively. The maximum pressure intensity is not to exceed 0.08  N /mm2 . If  μ = 0.20 Find the maximum power transmitted {P=5.45 × 103 watts} Prob 3.The inner and outer radii of a single plate clutch with both sides effective are 40mm and 80mm respectively. Determine the maximum, minimum and average intensities of pressure when axial force is 3 kN. { P max = 298.4 × 103 N /m2 , P min = 149.2 × 103 N /m2 P avg = 198.9 × 103 N /m2 } Prob 4. A single plate clutch, effective on both sides, is required to transmit 25 kW at 3000 r.p.m. Determine the outer and inner radii of frictional surface if the coefficient of friction is 0.255, the ratio of radii is 1.25 and the maximum pressure is not to exceed 0.1 N/mm2. Also determine the axial thrust to be provided by springs. Assume the theory of uniform wear.                {Ri=96 mm, Ro=120mm, W=1447 N}



Problems on Multiple plate clutch



Prob 5. A multiple disc clutch has five plates having four pairs of active friction surfaces. If the intensity of pressure is not to exceed 0.127 N/mm2, find the power transmitted at 500 r.p.m. The outer and inner radii of friction surfaces are 125 mm and 75 mm respectively. Assume uniform wear and take coefficient of friction = 0.3.            {P=18 800 W} Prob 6. A multi plate clutch has three pairs of contact surfaces. The outer and inner radii of the contact surfaces are 100 mm and 50mm respectively. The maximum axial spring force is limited to 1 kN. If the coefficient of friction is 0.35 and assuming uniform wear, find the power transmitted by the clutch at 1500 r.p.m.            [Ans. 12.37 × 103 W] Prob 7.A multi-disc clutch has three discs on the driving shaft and two on the driven shaft. The outside diameter of the contact surfaces is 240 mm and inside diameter 120 mm. Assuming uniform wear and coefficient of friction as 0.3, find the maximum axial intensity of pressure between the discs for transmitting 25 kW at 1575 r.p.m.  Developed By : Shaikh sir’s Reliance Academy, Near Malabar Hotel, Station road, Kolhapur            Contact :[email protected] 



www.mechdiploma.com            {Pmax= 62.07 × 103 N /m2 } Prob 8.A multi-disc clutch has six active surfaces and it transmits 20 kW at 400 rpm. inner and outer radii are 90 mm and 120 mm respectively. if Coefficient of pressure is 0.25. Find the maximum intensity of pressure between the two discs. {Pmax= 179.28 × 103 N /m2 } Prob 9. A multiplate clutch has total seven plates. The outer and inner radii of the contact surfaces are 120mm and 90mm respectively. The maximum pressure is limited to 0.178 N/mm2. If the coefficient of friction is 0.25 and assuming uniform wear, find the power transmitted by the clutch at 1500 r.p.m.   [Ans. 74.46 × 103 W]
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